Strain-less directed self-assembly of Si nanocrystals on patterned SiO$_2$ substrate
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Strain induced self-assembled Stranski-Krastanov growth of semiconductor islands on patterned substrate has shown great improvement of island size uniformity and spatial order. Here, we show self-assembled Volmer-Weber (V-W) growth of Si nanocrystals (NCs) on patterned SiO$_2$ substrate via traditional chemical vapor deposition method under certain experimental configurations, induced by surface/interface energy competition without strain. A simplified two-dimensional theoretical model is developed to elucidate V-W island nucleation on the pattern substrate with varied morphologies, which shows good consistency with the experimental results. Our studies provide a general guidance for directing the growth and self-assembly of NCs on non-planar oxide substrates. © 2012 American Institute of Physics.

INTRODUCTION

As electronic devices scale down, it becomes more and more technically challenging to continue miniaturization of semiconductor nanostructures relying on lithography only. Alternatively, self-assembly is of significant interest to both academic research and industrial applications due to the potential of getting ordered nanostructures at ultra-scaled regime. Both experimental and theoretical efforts have been invested extensively into study of growth of group III-V and group IV quantum dots (QDs) or islands on single-crystalline substrates,$^{1-5}$ aiming at exploring predictable and well-controlled QD growth with supreme spatial uniformity and understanding the underlying physical mechanism. Perfect self-alignment of Ge QDs on Si ridge,$^6-10$ SiGe QDs on lithographically patterned Si substrate,$^{11}$ and InAs QDs on GaAs plateau$^{12,13}$ were reported by many groups, and different models were built to address the directed nucleation effect of strained islands.$^{10,11,14,15}$

Mediated by a substrate morphology induced strain relaxation mechanism, so far, most practices of directed self-assembly of islands have been towards strained islands on patterned substrates. However, unstrained islands growth on amorphous substrate such as SiO$_2$ is also of great importance because of modern electronic device demands. Among many applications, one example is metal-oxide-semiconductor structure based nanocrystal floating gate memories,$^{16}$ which require high-density ultra-uniform metallic or semiconductor NCs on oxide surface to circumvent device performance variability issue. Thus, identifying a growth mechanism that will lead to a “strain-less” directed self-assembly of NCs in V-W mode on oxide substrates is of both scientific interest and technological significance. One intriguing question is how NCs grow on patterned oxide substrate and whether the non-planar surface morphology can direct NCs self-assembly in the absence of strain.

In this work, we present our experimental observations of preferential nucleation and growth of Si NCs on patterned SiO$_2$ substrate, showing direct evidence of strain-less directed self-assembly. The growth condition dependence of this preferential growth effect is studied. A simple two-dimensional (2D) model is developed and calculation is performed in terms of the energetics associated with V-W island growth on the patterned substrate, to explain these interesting experimental findings.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Substrates for Si NCs growth were prepared as follows. E-beam lithography was employed to pattern the resist on pre-cleaned p-type Si (100) substrates. Cr was evaporated in a high-vacuum e-beam evaporation system. This was followed by a lift-off process to form hard-mask as shown in the schematic in Fig. 1(a) for subsequent wet etching step. KOH anisotropic wet etching was performed on the samples and well-defined pit-shaped patterns were achieved. After organic contaminants and metal residue cleaning and native oxide removal, samples were immediately transferred into an oxide furnace for dry oxidation. 5 nm thermal oxide on the surface of the pit-shaped substrates was formed at 950°C with clean and flat surface, as one pit shown in the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image in Fig. 1(b).

Chemical vapor Si NCs deposition technology has been explored and developed for NC memory applications, and silicon crystallites with nanometer size can be reliably obtained by controlling the early stages of Si film growth.$^{16-19}$ In our experiments, Si NCs growth was performed on the patterned substrates in a low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) system with split growth conditions. During the growth, SiH$_4$ was used as Si precursor and the flow rate was fixed at SiH$_4$:N$_2$ = 20 sccm:100 sccm and pressure at 0.5 Torr for all the samples. Growth temperature and growth
time were chosen as the parameters to be tuned for condition split study of nucleation and growth behavior of NCs. Temperature is believed to be directly related to the energy gained by adatoms during growth, which is critical in determining the migration behavior and nucleation barrier. Different growth time shows the evolution of Si dots nucleation and growth and allows one to see a clear picture of NC growth process during different stages.

Fig. 1(c) shows SEM images of temperature-dependent Si NCs nucleation and growth behavior. Samples were grown under six different temperatures from 650°C to 575°C with the same growth time of 8 s. To monitor temperature effect on the early stage nucleation and growth behavior of NCs, short growth time was used and NCs with very small sizes were synthesized. Despite the tiny size of NCs (5–10 nm), SEM was able to capture the morphology of NCs after growth and qualitatively show the segregation and NC density variation. From high temperature to low temperature, a clear trend of dot density and size decreasing is observed. Interestingly, while under higher temperatures of 650°C, 630°C, and 615°C, no obvious dot density variation between the wall (planar area) and the trench (concave area) is found, and dot segregation in the trench is observed for lower-temperature samples at 600°C, 590°C, and 575°C, with more NCs gathering in this concave part of the substrate than in other parts. This phenomenon is attributed to the

**Fig. 1.** (a) Schematic of wet etching hardmask for substrate patterning; (b) SEM image of well-defined pit-shaped oxide substrate pattern with clean and flat surface before growth; (c) SEM images of temperature-dependent Si NCs nucleation and growth; and (d) schematic of convex oxide substrate and SEM image of Si NCs growth on this type of substrate.
preferential nucleation of NCs in the trench due to lower NC formation energy induced primarily by the substrate morphology. The fact of the enhanced stress of oxide substrate in this part making the chemical bonds here more reactive for nucleation also contributes to this effect.\textsuperscript{19,20} In the particular temperature range of 575°C–600°C, adatoms adsorbed to the sample surface move around and find most energy-favorable sites (the concave parts of the substrate) to settle down as nuclei for later NC growth. Afterwards, more adatoms segregate to the nuclei and NCs preferentially form in the trench. Among the three temperatures, 590°C is the one under which the best preference occurs, with NCs selectively aligned along the trench and almost no dots found on other area outside the trench. This can be considered a consequence of the competition between adatoms surface migration and reaction with substrate atoms (nucleation). At lower temperature of 575°C, some NCs form on the planar surface due to insufficient energy gained by the adatoms at lower temperatures and the limited migration. Similarly, for samples grown at temperatures below 575°C, although low NC formation energy locations (trenches) are available, the energy supplied to adatoms is not enough for them to overcome migration barrier and reach the energy-favorable sites. Therefore, no directed self-assembly behavior was found. On the other hand, at higher temperature of 600°C, the nucleation and growth process are accelerated. Si NC deposition rate is so high that later-stage random nucleation starts covering the directed self-assembly effect at earlier stage. This is intuitive because as earlier-formed NCs fill in the trench, low-energy sites for nucleation are occupied and the effect of substrate morphology on the nucleation and growth of NCs becomes weaker and weaker. Preferential nucleation is then replaced by continuous random NCs deposition on the whole sample surface at later stage with no or a small limitation in the number of nucleation sites.\textsuperscript{21} This situation is more pronounced for even higher temperatures, as mentioned above, where almost no sign of preference can be observed from the images. In fact, it is expected that even on samples where directed self-assembly is observed, with longer growth time, this effect would eventually be covered by subsequent random NC formation. This is confirmed by the time-dependent growth experiments in this work. It should also be mentioned that a series of NCs growth with split conditions was also carried out on substrate with plateau as shown in the schematic of Fig. 1(d). Similar directed self-assembly was not observed at either convex parts (i.e., the intersection of (111) and (100) planes as marked by the white arrows) or planar parts of the substrates in our experiments. SEM image in Fig. 1(d) shows a typical sample grown at 600°C for 30 s.

The growth time dependence of Si NCs deposition on patterned concave substrate surface is shown in Fig. 2. These SEM images present clear surface evolvement of NC samples with growth time at three temperatures (575°C, 590°C, 600°C) covering the directed self-assembly effect at earlier stage.

FIG. 2. SEM images of the growth time dependence of Si NCs growth on patterned concave substrate surface to show the evolvement of NC deposition process at different stages.
and 600 °C). At the initial stage (with growth time of 8 s), three samples show different levels of directed self-assembly. As growth time increases, an increase of dot density and size is noticeable and directed NC formation is covered with dots showing up at locations other than the concave trench. In line with the discussion above, this is because of the occupation of energy-favorable nucleation sites by NCs that offsets the morphology-induced NC formation energy difference among concave, flat, and convex areas.

The growth condition splits for all the samples are summarized in Fig. 3, with X-axis standing for growth temperatures and Y-axis representing growth times. As highlighted in red, the temperature range of 575 °C–600 °C is found to be a temperature window allowing for observation of directed Si NC self-assembly on concave substrate surface, under the given experimental configurations. In other words, samples with oxide thickness of 5 nm grown under pressure of 0.5 Torr and precursor flux of SiH4:N2 = 20 sccm:100 sccm show preferential nucleation behavior at these temperatures using growth duration of 8 s. This window could vary with oxide thickness, pressure, and gas source flux. Note that although from an energy point of view, higher temperatures provide adatoms with higher energy to migrate on substrate and promote directed self-assembly, the whole nucleation and growth process occur much faster, leading to difficulty in capturing the effect of interest at earlier stage. Growth conditions need to be tuned carefully in order to reveal this behavior.

MODELING

Different from previously reported self-alignment of semiconductor islands (Ge on Si, InAs on GaAs, etc.), in this case of NC growth on amorphous substrate (e.g., Si NC on SiO2), another growth mode, i.e., Volmer-Weber (V-W) mode, is involved, in which no wetting of the substrate happens and NC (3D island) nucleation and growth happen from the very beginning. To formulate the theory of NC nucleation on non-planar substrate in this mode, we first consider a 2D model of the NC-patterned substrate system. As shown in Fig. 4(a), this model consists of saw tooth-shaped substrate (thin thermal SiO2 layer on top of patterned Si substrate) and NCs with constant size (area). The shape of NC is assumed as surface-faceted for simplicity. Three different types of substrate surface morphology are configured, namely, planar, convex, and concave, with substrate angle \( \phi = 0, \phi > 0, \phi < 0 \), respectively. \( \theta \) denotes the surface angle of NC and \( 2l \) is the width of the NC covering the substrate. In this model, surface and interface energy are considered to be dominant factors in determining NC nucleation and no strain relaxation energy term is introduced in the calculation.23,24 In addition, since this growth mode normally involves material growth on foreign substrate, an interface energy term is included into the total surface energy change of the system. Consequently, the total NC formation energy can be written as

\[
E_{surf} = E_{surf-NC} + E_{int} - E_{surf-sub} = 2l NC \left( \sec \theta + \frac{\gamma_{int} - \gamma_{sub}}{\gamma_{NC}} \sec \phi \right) = 2l NC \left( \sec \theta + \frac{\gamma_{int} - \gamma_{sub}}{\gamma_{NC}} \sec \phi \right) S^{1/2} (\tan \theta - \tan \phi)^{-1/2},
\]

where \( E_{surf-NC} \) is the surface energy of the NC, \( E_{int} \) is the interface energy of the interface between the two materials, and \( E_{surf-sub} \) is the surface energy of the substrate covered by NC; \( \gamma_{NC}, \gamma_{int}, \gamma_{sub} \) are the surface energy density of NC, interface, and substrate, respectively; and \( S \) is the NC area in 2D model.

FIG. 3. Summary of growth condition splits and the temperature window for Si NCs preferential growth on concave oxide substrate surface with \( \tau_{ox} = 5 \) nm (temperature window: \( T = 575 °C–600 °C \); gas pressure \( P = 0.5 \) Torr, gas flux = SiH4 20 sccm:N2 100 sccm).

FIG. 4. (a) Two-dimensional model of NC-patterned oxide substrate system; (b) 3-D plot of total NC formation energy as a function of substrate angle \( \phi \) and system parameter \( \gamma \), with the unit of energy \( 2l_{NC} S^{1/2} \).
From Eq. (1), it can be seen that for fixed $S$ and $\theta$, the total NC formation energy is a function of the non-dimensional system parameter $\gamma = \frac{\Delta \gamma_{\text{sub}}}{\gamma_{\text{sub}}}$ and substrate angle $\varphi$. To reveal how total NC formation energy varies with different substrate morphologies and $\gamma$ value, we examined the dependence of $E_{\text{surf}}$ on $\varphi$ and $\gamma$ with $\theta$ fixed at $30^\circ$ as an example, as shown in Fig. 4(b). In general, the surface contact angle of QD ($\theta$) can have a size dependence even in V-W mode due to edge effect as shown by previous theory and experiments. Here the value is chosen as a representative case just to show the overall trend of the effect of substrate morphology on NC nucleation behavior. $\gamma$ is an intrinsic parameter related to the nature of the two materials in the system and in different growth modes it holds different value ranges. In V-W mode, $\gamma_{\text{NC}} + \gamma_{\text{int}} > \gamma_{\text{sub}}$ or $\gamma < -1$ is satisfied. Substrate angle $\varphi$ is investigated within the range $-45^\circ < \varphi \leq 28^\circ$ to meet the restriction that $\varphi \leq \theta$. From the 3-D plot, it should be noticed that $E_{\text{surf}}$ increases with the value of $\gamma$, qualitatively indicating the fact that the larger this system parameter is, the higher NC formation energy is hence the harder it is for NC to form. Under different $\gamma$, the changing trend of $E_{\text{surf}}$ with $\varphi$ varies. In most cases, $E_{\text{surf}}$ decreases monotonously with $\varphi$ decreasing from positive regime to negative regime, suggesting that lower NC formation energy is needed for negative substrate angle (concave) compared to zero (flat) and positive (convex) substrate angle.

To further address the experimental results observed and illustrate the morphology effect, $E_{\text{surf}}$ as a function of $\gamma$ is plotted for the three types of substrate angles for comparison. Fig. 5(a) shows a schematic of the patterned substrate surface utilized in the experimental part to study NC growth behavior, with $\varphi = -35.26^\circ$ at the concave trench of the pit, $\varphi = 0$ on the planar surface, and $\varphi = 27.37^\circ$ at the convex edge of the pit. It can be clearly seen from Fig. 5(b) that within the whole range of variable $\gamma$, concave substrate requires lowest NC formation energy than that for the other two cases. This result implies that concave substrate always favors the nucleation and growth of NC in V-W mode, an effect regardless of what material system is involved ($\gamma$) and this is in very good consistency with the experimental findings above. While over a large range of $\gamma$, lower energy is needed in flat case than that in convex case, the magnified region of the plots in the figure shows that in certain systems, the situation could be reversed, indicating a dramatic dependence of NC formation energy on material natures and interface structures. There have been experimental reports showing NC self-alignment on convex oxide surface with very fine alignment condition window, a proof of more energy-favored nucleation sites on convex surface over flat surface in some systems. It is worth mentioning that the simplified 2D model developed here is aimed at semi-quantitatively describing and explaining the experimental findings, focusing on the directed self-assembly behavior observed on concave surface. The range of $\gamma$ shown in Fig. 5, $(-1, 10)$, is chosen mainly for illustration of this concave surface effect. Although the specific value of $\gamma$ could not be obtained due to the amorphous nature of thermal SiO$_2$ and the unknown surface/interface atomic structure of Si-SiO$_2$, these calculation results provide direct theoretical evidence to well support and address the experimental findings within the scope of this work.

Previous theory analysis has shown that strain relaxation can favor nucleation of “strained” islands at the concave region on patterned substrates in Stranski-Krastanov (S-K) growth mode. In this study, we show that the competition between surface/interface energy without strain relaxation can also favor nucleation of “unstrained” NCs at the concave region on patterned substrates in V-W growth mode. It is also interesting to note that although the “unstrained” V-W islands have no misfit epitaxial strain, they may still experience stress effects due to surface stress discontinuity at island edges as shown before, an effect deserves further study.

CONCLUSION

Preferential growth behavior of Si NCs on patterned SiO$_2$ substrate was found within certain experimental condition window. Simple modeling and calculation were carried out to depict the possible dominant mechanism underlying the experimental results. Different from common strain energy directed island nucleation on patterned substrate in S-K mode, the surface/interface energy directed NCs growth on amorphous thermal oxide substrate in V-W mode is relatively a weaker effect, which requires the growth parameters to be tuned more strictly for the effect to show up. This work furthers our fundamental understanding of NC
growth behavior on amorphous substrate with various morphologies.
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